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Gamal Bokonbaev

Gulnara Kasmalieva, Murat Djoumaliev. Tran Siberian Amazons. Video instal lat ion. 2004
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Gulnara Kasmaliyeva
Born in 1960 in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Lives in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Murat Djumaliyev
Born in 1965 in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Lives in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Into the Future…
Video installation, 5'53"
2005
The visuals at the core of this installation 
were filmed in June and July of 2003, as 
the artists crossed the legendary Lake 
Baikal on a ferry. In one projection, 
the camera glides along the banks, 
documenting the traces of pollution 
of this once-virgin land, while another 
shows the old rusty ferry loading up 
and leaving shore. 
In a purely formal sense, this work is 
the type of social documentary that is so 
common today. And indeed, the ability 

of the artists to ethically “see” reality 
and to react directly to the drama of 
the post-Soviet experience brings their 
work in line with many socially engaged 
Western artists. Yet much in this work 
belongs to the Central Asian artistic 
tradition. The work’s inherent quality 
of global mythopoetic metaphor takes it 
far beyond the bounds of narrow social 
analysis. It is not limited to the melodrama 
of an expose, like an ordinary 
environmental documentary. At the same 
time, the visuals are so self-sufficient 
that it recalls traditional Central Asian 
ornament and exerts a palpable effect on 
the documentary component. 
The artists gave this work a programmatic 
title, Into the Future…, and now it 
has an equally programmatic role as 
the final accent of this book, its epilogue. 
Although the spectacle that unfolds 

before us on the screen is a negative 
apologia for a catastrophe of civilization, 
the slow rhythm of the film lends an air 
of spellbinding mystery to this recreation 
of reality. And for this reason the ferry, 
slowly receding from the bank, should leave 
viewers with a sense of hope, and instill 
in them an irrational belief in a bright 
future. 
Viktor Misiano 
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Gulnara Kasmalieva and Muratbek Djumaliev’s A New Silk Road:
Algorithm of Survival and Hope
Exhibition Reviews
Written by Susan Snodgrass (Chicago)   
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GULNARA KASMALIEVA AND MURATBEK DJUMALIEV’S A NEW SILK ROAD: ALGORITHM OF SURVIVAL
AND HOPE; THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 1-MAY 6, 2007

The photographs and video installations of Gulnara Kasmalieva and Muratbek Djumaliev draw on various
documentary styles and techniques to capture the changing social landscape of their native Kyrgyzstan
since it became an independent republic in 1991. Like many artists of post-Soviet Europe and Central
Asia, their practice is a discursive one that casts a critical yet empathetic eye on their indigenous
subjects (human and otherwise) and the political spaces they occupy.

Their collaborative projects engage in what Thomas McEvilley (quoting George Marcus and Michael
Fisher) terms “anthropology as cultural critique,” in his description of several works exhibited in the
video festival “Videoidentity: Sacred Places of Central Asia”.1  Applying the term to Kasmalieva and
Djumaliev’s work (also included), the artists assume the role of detached, albeit informed strangers to
create a multi-sited ethnography of place that considers intercultural systems alongside local and global
relations.

In all of the artists’ work, the diversity of Kyrgyz identity is examined against the backdrop of a complex,
layered history that includes nomadic traditions based in pastoralism followed by centuries of colonist
rule. The country’s central position between Asia and Russia accounts for its multiethnic population; once
an important trade station along the renowned Silk Road, it was truly a cultural crossroads. Much of its
modern history was spent in subjugation to first the Russian Empire, then the Soviet Union who imposed
decades of enforced settlement, collective farming, and unregulated industrialization, among other
abuses of civic and economic freedom.

Kyrgyzstan’s difficult transition to independence is the subject of Kasmalieva’s and Dujumaliev’s
internationally acclaimed multimedia works. Based in the capital city of Bishkek, they document the
effects of political upheaval and transformation, in particular the decentralization and privatization of the
country’s economic resources and their impact on traditional ways of life. In the series New Menhirs

(2005), for example, color photographs of crumbling factories stand as haunting reminders of a utopia
never achieved. Desolate industrial landscapes similarly inhabit the dual-channel video Into the Future

(2005); when juxtaposed with images of passengers boarding a Siberian ferry, they create a portrait of
the present confronting its past while facing an uncertain future.
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Packing. 34.9 x 22.2 cm. 23 Digital Prints by Kasmalieva and Djumaliev. Courtesy the artists and
Winkleman/Plus Ultra Gallery, New York, 2006.

The video installations and photographs in A New Silk Road: Algorithm of Survival and Hope, recently on
view at the Art Institute of Chicago, record the trials and triumphs of the Kyrgyz Republic’s emergent
market system as it defines itself within global capitalism. The country’s leading exports areprimarily
agricultural goods as well as nonferrous metals and minerals. Although Kyrgyzstan was the first former
Soviet republic to join the World Trade Organization (in 1998), its market-oriented policies have been
countered by economic hardship and political instability, resulting in the overthrow of former President
Askar Akayev in 2005. Yet despite new democratic reforms, skepticism is pervasive.

For the Art Institute, Kasmalieva and Djumaliev recast Trans-Siberian Amazons (2004), previously
shown in the Central Asian Pavilion of the 51st Venice Biennale. This more minimalist, three-channel
version of the original video installation portrays two women who, out of economic necessity, must trade
domestic goods to train passengers traveling across Central Asia. The elder woman woefully sings a
Soviet-era pop song about a lost love, while her companion smiles in comfort and admiration. Framing
this central scene are two screens, each depicting mirror images of the same seemingly endless stretch
of railway track as it traverses a barren landscape. These women are both the casualties and the
heroines of the country’s still harsh economic reality, as the artists acknowledge the essential role
women play in providing for their families.

Projected onto five screens that play simultaneously is the video installation A New Silk Road: Algorithm
of Survival and Hope, created specifically for the Art Institute. Here, the artists follow a caravan of trucks
transporting scrap metal from Kyrgyzstan to western China, recording a different aspect of the country’s
transient economy. The opening scene captures the arduous task of collecting and sorting the metal,
which is then loaded onto worn green trucks. Making their way through dusty mountain roads, the trucks
next land at a bustling marketplace; workers bundling and taping large packages add to the cacophony
of sight and sound. Viewers are returned to the traveling fleet that eventually stops for repairs along a
rural stretch of road, where villagers whose livelihoods depend on such transients greet the drivers.

Racing. 34.9 x 22.2 cm. 23 Digital Prints by Kasmalieva and Djumaliev. Courtesy the artists and
Winkleman/Plus Ultra Gallery, New York, 2006.

The work reaches a climax when all are united by a man singing a traditional folk song; in the final
scene, a young boy on a horse trails the trucks as they drive into the distant horizon. Throughout the
video, there are echoes of Moldavian artist Pavel Braila’s Shoes for Europe (2000), a film that details the
painstaking process of changing the wheels of a train commuting east to west from the Russian gauges
still used in Moldavia to those used in Western Europe. Similar issues of labor, the duality between East
and West, between past and future infuse A New Silk Road. However, Djumaliev and Kasmalieva shun
the cool objectivity found in Braila’s work for a more subjective reality. For instance, at various moments
the artists’ subjects are keenly aware of the camera’s presence (as is true in Trans-Siberian Amazons, in
which the women are shot in an intimate cinema verite). This humanistic approach is enhanced by the
employment of multiple screens that cast slightly different views of the same scene while creating a
sense of dislocation, and by the artists’ ability to construct an experience that is pleasurably visual.

read more
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Hotel. 100 x 66.2 cm. 23 Digital Prints by
Kasmalieva and Djumaliev. Courtesy the artists
and Winkleman/Plus Ultra Gallery, New York,
2006.

Accompanying this work are twenty-three digital prints, many of
which are stills from the video. Other images capture the diversity
of roles played by the Kyrgyz people in the new market-oriented
economy, mainly those who provide services to travelers on the
New Silk Road. Included are men and women selling clothing and
mannequins from the backs of trucks, a hamburger vendor at a
roadside stand, and a man who gives guided tours on horseback
and whose trailer was converted to a hotel.

A feeling of rhythm unites the video works, from the use of folk
songs to the pulse of the train to the clamor of metal. Interwoven
throughout the exhibition is the sense of tradition and human spirit

that survives despite adversity (suggested by the algorithm of the show’s title), one that connects
Kyrgyzstan’s past and future, allowing it to preserve its cultural identity while engaging the larger world.
In essence, Kasmalieva and Djumaliev point to a new nomadicism that creates economic opportunities as
well as the promise of hope.

 

NOTES

1. Thomas McEvilley, “Report from Central Asia: Video Comes to the ‘Stans,’” Art in America, December 2005. “Videoidentity: Sacred
Places of Central Asia” took place in Almaty, Kazakhstan in fall 2004. [back]
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Gulnara Kasmalieva and
Muratbek Djumaliev

The Art Institute of Chicago

In their video installations, the collaborative team of Gulnara

Kasmalieva and Muratbek Djumaliev use the emotional

energy of popular music to calculated effect. Songs with

ready-made emotive value lend meaning to otherwise

straightforward pictures of labour, leisure, protest and

national identity. Culling imagery from travels through their

homeland – the former Soviet Central Asian republic of

Kyrgyzstan – the artists offer a rare glimpse into the political

and economic realities of their world. However, the musical

accompaniment, along with other editing processes such as

montage, undercut a fact-based or judgement-free

presentation. Without irony or apparent critical subtext,

these videos are characterized by a con-sistent tone of

matter-of-fact sincerity. Realism is thus the first step towards

regaining a foothold after the Soviet pullout and, as such,

survives because it is so easily internalized and adapted to

the new political cause; stylized realism may just as easily

connote Socialist Realism.

Recently The Art Institute of Chicago commissioned

Kasmalieva and Djumaliev to create a work specifically about

the economy and culture of the Silk Road, the ancient trade

route that connects East and West. Also included in the

exhibition is one of their better-known works, Trans-Siberian

Amazons (2004), which appeared in the first Central Asia

pavilion at the 2005 Venice Biennale. This work has been

streamlined into a three-channel video installation. Not

content with simply providing tourist snapshots or

documentary footage, Kasmalieva and Djumaliev employ

various filmic techniques in a subtle way to produce an artful

vision of the real. The artists create Social Realist music

videos that incorporate melodies either found along the

journey or else taken from the songbook of the popular

imagination.

A New Silk Road (2006) compressed a journey of several

days from Kyrgyzstan to China into a bite-sized, nine-minute

montage. The focus was 

on a caravan of long-haul tractor-trailers transporting rusty

About this review
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By Jason Foumberg
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scrap metal to the industrial giant to the east in exchange for

cheaply made clothing. This rattletrap cargo constitutes the

remaining ruins of the former Soviet empire being literally

and metaphorically stripped clean, carted off and exchanged

for a free-market way of life. Halfway through the video we

encounter a Kyrgyz man playing accordion and singing a

traditional folksong. With the introduction of the music, the

concerns of the caravan segue to rural activities such as ball

games, casual conversation and horseback riding in the

remote terrain near the border. It isn’t necessary to know

that the folk song is a nostalgic paean to the surrounding

mountains; even if the lyrics are indecipherable to Western

ears, the emotional cues are clear. As music and image

converge seamlessly, a humble and sympathetic portrait of

the Kyrgyz people emerges. But the format of A New Silk

Road is familiarly stylized – it’s basically a highbrow fluffy

promotional video. Common to tourism committees and

venture capitalists (and far-flung biennial boosters), the

promotional video solicits enthusiasm and sympathy in the

name of information dissemination.

Kasmalieva and Djumaliev are fond of this particular format.

In 2005 they documented Kyrgyzstan’s Tulip Revolution,

which violently ousted the country’s corrupt leaders. Using

Edvard Grieg’s well-worn ‘Hall of the Mountain King’ (1876)

as a structuring device, the edited action swells and climaxes

only within the parameters set by the music. Grieg’s classic

(written for Henrik Ibsen’s Peer Gynt) demands the

consistent satisfaction of expectations. To borrow this effect

for the video is to deny a viewer’s dissent. A New Silk Road

works us over in the same way; traditional folk music

justifies, and patches over the messier and arguably more

interesting realities glimpsed at the edges of the frame.

Such sincerity might be described in some circles as kitsch, in

others as a compassionate portrait of humanity. As a mode of

activism, A New Silk Road only goes as far as increasing our

awareness of contemporary Kyrgyzstan. Or perhaps it enacts

an unhealthy memory, a bit of feel-good Agit-prop scar in

Kyrgyzstan’s collective Soviet-era psyche. If, however,

Kasmalieva and Djumaliev are taking a critical stance

towards their country’s inability to thwart the determined

machinations of globalization, then their methods may be too

subtle and safe to register such unease. If they are genuinely

interested in glorious representations of the rural folk and

the working class, they’ve travelled this road before, and an

artist’s idealism, no matter how heartfelt, is no guarantee of a

viewer’s empathy.

Jason Foumberg
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